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Vocab workshop unit 10 level c answers

Unit 10 Answers Completing Sentences of 1 person who can be collected 2 curves 3 upbraids 4 stuffed 5 ferret 6 whimsical 7 engrossed 8 shifts 9 habituated 10 dexterous 11 involving 12 barter 13 drawing 14 vex 15 impending 16 trepidation 17 18 ground can be confirmed 20 given Synonyms/ Antonyms 1 trepidation 2
shifts 3 rued 5 whimsical 6 that will occur 7 vitality 8 involving 9 ferreted 10 vexed 11 stuffed 12 bars 15 devils 16 dexterous 17 engrossed 18 upbraid 19 accord 20 curts Choosing The Right Word 1 upbraided 2 devise 3 vitality 4 scoff 5 ferret 6 trepidation 7 barter 8 vex 9 veritable 10 13 berka 14 people 15 engrossed 16
accords 17 dexterous 18 involving 19 shifts of 20 whimsical vocabulary in Context 1 created 2 laughs 3 absorbing 4 conversions 5 would be problematic Short to point rude Skill from one side to another Java Games : Flashcards, matching, focus, and word search. Sadlier-Oxford Vocabulary Workshop Level C AB
accord(n) agreement, harmony; (v) to agree, be in harmony or bring into harmony; to give, to award to (syn) (n) understanding (ants) (n) disagreements, conflicts, friction of barter(n) changes in trade; (v) to change the goods (syn) (v) trade, swap (ants) (v) sell, buy, buy short curt(adj) short, rough brief (syn) rough, brush,
spread, summary (ant) civil, courtesy, length, detailed charting (v) to think, plan, think, create, create, create (syn) concoct, contrive, exercise, dexterous design (adj) skills in clever use (syn) agile, useful, deft (ant) clumsy, awkward, non-carb engross(v) to occupy complete attention, fully absorb (syn) sink, preoccupy (ant)
bore, stultify, puts an entail sleep (v) to place a burden on , to limit property ownership by limiting inheritance; (n) any restriction (syn) (v) require (ant) (v) exclude, refuse, prevent ferret(n) a type of weasel; (v) to find or hunt; torture, badger (syn) (v) tracks down, sniff habituate(v) for use; causes becoming used for (syn)
acclimate, inure, familiarization of oneself with (ants) deprograms, the impending brainwash (adj) (part) approximately occurs, hanging by way of menacing (syn) will occur, coming (ants) away, the remote (adj) person is pleasant in appearance or personality, interesting (syn) charming, agreed, can be liked (ants)
unpleasant, diagreeable, obnoxious rue(v) for regret, sorry; (n) feelings of regret (syn) (v) lamenting, (v) appreciate the scoff(v) to make fun, to show insults to (syn) ridicule, laughter, jeer at (ants) take seriously, admire, reverse transition(n) changes from one state or condition to another change (syn), conversion, switch,
understanding of passage (n) fear, fear, gambling anxiety, apprehension confidence (ants), self-assurance, upbraid(v) pokes to blame or scold. find the fault with (syn) bawl out, reprimand (ant) praise, pat on the back real, true, real (ant) false, vex species(v) to disturb, angry, experiment; to confuse, baffle (syn) irritating,
irk, puzzle, distress (ant) please, delight, relieve, move the strength of vitality(n), energy, liveliity; ability to live and develop; the power to withstand or survive (syn) spirit, stamina (ant) lifeless, torporous, whimsical (adj) lethargic subject to ideas, impressions, or odd fancies; play, unpredictable (syn) odd, caring,
acquaintance, fanciful (ant) serious, conscious, factual, realistic things
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